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While the System is Waiting for Superman...

Shinning
Stars
Athletes with ambition
FKD’s Scholar Athletes
for more check out pages6-8

     Frankford High School students are committing to becoming Supermen and women!
     Check out our photostory on pages 4-5

Taking Our Futures More Seriously
Wrtten by Samorah Jean-Phillipe

AFTER OUR leaders grow old and die, it’s

going to be our turn to take over the world.
In the past we’ve all been seen as minorities, we still are and I don’t know about
you but that’s not how I want to be seen.
We are labeled as defiant, rebellious, gangbangers, substance abusers, ect… Sheesh
were even being called the jail generation.
I’m sure that’s not true for everyone but
its what were all being seen as. It’s our job
to prove them wrong. It’s our job to take
the stereotypes away. I’m sure everyone
wants a better life for themselves, their
family or has some type of plan or goal for
yourselves. We have to understand though
that we cant achieve any of this, if were
just sitting around being lazy, skipping
class, missing school, getting suspended,
not doing any work all of that is detrimental to our goals. Has anyone heard of the
theory Nature vs. Nurture? Well it’s a longstanding argument over whether genetics
or environment is more important in how
we turn out. Pretty much they’re asking are
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we stupid and out of control because we
have bad genes or because we live in bad
neighborhoods. What does that have to do
with us? Well it’s the debate that comes up
every time were being spoken of. I don’t
think we should acquiesce to that. We are in
charge of our future. How our life turns out
is all in how much you use our will power
to get what we have to get done complete.
•
DID you know that on average only
58% of students in America actually graduate?
DID you know at least 26% of 16-24
year olds in the U.S do not have diplomas?
•

DID you know that dropping out
has long lasting effects? A worker without a
H.S diploma is about $20,000, which is one
•
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third less than the salary of a worker with a
H.S diploma.
DID you know that dropouts report
more health problems than graduates, regardless of income?
•

DID you know increasing the H.S graduation rate by just 1%, would save the U.S 1.4
billions in health care costs.
DO YOU see how much of a difference you could
make by just focusing in school and actually
making something of yourself? So what I am
advising you to do is to find some type of motivation or inspiration. How about you help out a
friend in need, get help if you need it. Lets take
our education more seriously. Lets make a plan
and execute that plan. Lets make something
of ourselves. Lets build a future for ourselves.
Lets not fall back and prove the stereotypes
true. Do it for your family, for yourself. We are
capable of whatever we put our minds to.
THE WORLD is your stage, my stage; it’s about
that time we get our act together!
•
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What if we were meant to be dumb,
sitting like slums, and
acting like bums.
Think about it. No education is like
bullets with penetration.
Drugs killing the mind,
Guns taking our shine, and
cells stealing our time.
How can we shine?
How will we find away to live
without acting like pigs in
these streets where brothers get weak.
Killing each other because we never last a week!
Black on black crime was way before our time!
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Brother’s & Sister’s who are we
lets stand together
and say oh how I love thee!
Brothers won’t hug
because we’re “wanna” be thugs.
Girls standing here wishing
for diamonds, pearls, and wanting the world.
What about our children
aren’t they important too?
No fathers, but mothers
Little boys going to jail too.
Wising for a father for at least an hour!
Rud Molore Perostin henibh ex elesto commy
nostrud dolore euisi.

Where to find our young men’s desires?

“The power of life and

So children stop having children.
Let’s put and end to this consuming fire
Is your life worth nothing to you?

death lies in the

Go to school, education is a must
and it’s about time we grow some trust.
Time to love each other to help one another

tougue...”

Let’s stick together like God’s hands together.
Brother’ & Sister’s were not too powerful
or to bold, but let’s be able
to grow old!

Education Thief
Sound the alarm! Sound the alarm. There are some burglars in
here Invading the minds of my future causing them to sit with a blank stare
Stealing the potential that lies behind eyes and all the confines of your exterior
Screaming to you that you are stupid! You are inferior!
They have stolen the light that once gleamed at night leaving you to accept eternal darkness. Thieves I say!
I see them each and everyday becoming ever more victorious
when you say, “ I can’t, I don’t feel like, I don’t
understand, Y’all better hear me man!
You are messing with criminals that won’t take no for an
answer infecting your minds with a cancer that deteriorates
your chances of beating the oddsYou got your ears plugged
with iPods, and your funky fresh gear, But when the challenge
comes, uh oh, there goes that blank stare.
Opportunities, no longer stolen however eagerly handed over
to the perpetrators,
We blind our own eyes never seeing what’s greater. We place
cuffs on our own wrists when we resist academic
excellence Choosing instead to get ahead illegally. Filling
cells and cemeteries like stores on Black Friday starving for a
deal. But this day, I proclaim that you are under arrest. Guilty
as charged, perpetrating a fraud crying out victim when you
are victimizing never acknowledging the suicide
But there is a clemency that we call can share, beginning with
ousting the “I don’t cares.” And transforming
those blank stares with eyes of fire that burn with inner desire
to take back what was stolen, stretching our
own arms in the achievement Gap…Screaming, I am
intelligent, resilient, and destined for greatness …on the move and not turning back

So, What are you
saying???

VOICES
CONT...
Student’s Speak from the heart
Motivation...
BY: Nadira Moss
A wise person once said, “Every accomplishstruggles and trials. With the motiva-enjoy the rewards of their hard work. When
ment starts with the decision to try.” What this
tion he had he became one of the mostthere are challenges, it makes the victory
means is in order to achieve goals in life one
successful stockbrokers in the business.achieved even sweeter. Tough situations
must put their ambitions in the forefront and
Imagine if Mr. Gardner chose to cowerbuild character.
put forth effort to obtain their goals. The reason
in the face of his adversity. What if he A wise person once said, “ tough situwhy some do not have a happy life is because
lacked motivation? He would have notations don’t last, but tough people do.”
of low motivation. MotivaMotivated individuals
tion is basically the way of life.
are tough, they conquer
Whether it’s from getting up in
the obstacles that exist
the morning, not taking that
in the world and become
drink, or even wanting to be a
successful by any means
CEO of a company; this is the
necessary.
main point that moves people
to succeed. Think about how
people become successful; it
only comes through motivation. Therefore, it’s better to be
motivated than to be unmotivated because personal goals
are achieved, life has more of
a purpose and challenges are
surmounted.
When a personal goal is set,
it brings mental stability. Motivation, unlike a lack of motivation, keeps a person focused
on their dreams. Succeeding
is about having the motivation Rud Molore Perostin henibh ex elesto commy nostrud dolore euisi.
to get up each morning and
move closer to your goals. No matter if tired,
only spent the rest of his life in poverty,
frustrated or poor, one has to have the passion
but he would have also forced his son
to keep working day in and day out to achieve
to be raised in those harsh conditions.
success. That’s why striving to pursue a goal is
Therefore, it is clear that lacking motivaimportant, as oppose to not working towards
tion not only affects an individual, but it
one’s destination.
also impacts the lives of others around
There are many different examples of motithem. In addition, his lack of motivation
vated people who succeed in obtaining their
may even create the same mentality in his
goals. One great example is Chris Gardner. He
child therefore creating a never-ending
is well known for his story that
cycle of failure.
becomes an award-winning movie about his
It’s always good to have something
unbelievable success. In the movie Pursuit of
to pursue because it brings more of a
Happiness, Chris Gardner was a single parent
meaning to life and happiness. It’s vital
who became homeless. His situation became
to have a plan in life and to go about life
so bad that he had to resort to sleeping in a
like there’s no tomorrow. Unmotivated
train station’s bathroom. This misfortune was
people are usually the ones who never
Mr. Gardner’s motivation, it was to not live like
really get anywhere or they live a life with
that especially on those dangerous grounds
regrets. When a person is motivated they
with a child. As the story goes on, it shows how
are given the wonderful opportunities to
he became so successful with many different

What Happens?
By: Angel Barfield
What happens when all hope is gone, there’s no reason to live
What happens when you have no more, you gave all you could give
What happens when the ones you love, don’t seem to love you back
What happens when your only thought’s, to run straight home and pack
What happens when your left alone , you cry, you yell, you scream
But no one hears and no one cares, your filled with empty dreams
What happens when you’ve given up, you lost your faith and strive
What happens when the person you are is stripped away and dies
Do you keep it bottled up tightly closed and locked away, until one day is all comes
out?
Tell me, What happens when your time runs out?
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SUPERMAN...
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REFLECTIONS ON THE MOVIE...
Writer: Ambitious Student
“It was real. So often people try to shelter students from
what is real.”We experience the disparities in education
everyday. We sit in the classrooms with teachers that
don’t
really care about us. This movie expose the dirt and now it
is time for schools to start cleaning up. The question is,
who is really the first one going to be to grab the
metaphorical broom. If we know that there are major
issues, especially in urban schools, then when will
someone care enough to fix it. Every year more money is
taken from our schools. This year, we are losing some of
our teachers. The message that it sends is, if people in
power do not value us enough to provide a sound
education, then why should we even care? My proposal is,
this is why we have to care. We need to fight to put
ourselves in places of power so that we can make better
decisions that will benefit people like us. I have learned
that in this world, people look out for their own. So,
it is now time for us to make different decisions to bring
about real change and growth. Waiting for Superman

BLA BLA BLA
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Writer: Elijah Williams
Gone are the days of putting your head down in class. Gone are
the days of texting and playing with ipods during class. Gone are
the days of talking with friends about issues not related to class.
Gone are the days when we quickly say, “I don’t know” instead
of trying to find the answer. Gone are the days where we simple
do not value our education. If want to see change in our school,
then student’s need to start helping teachers by personalizing
their education and taking it more seriously!

♥♥♥♥♥♥

MOD
ADIO
MO GRAE HOS

Cortie eugiat. Ureet in velendip euisi.
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SCHOOL SPIRIT!

How does School Spirit Impact a
School?
Kia Howard

want to encourage each other to excess in life and never let anything or anyone
would understand that we are a part of a
distract us from our goals. So, the question I leave you with is, WHERE IS YOUR
team. A unit! This pride should even go
PIONEER PRIDE?!!!!! I challenge you to change the way you view and speak about
beyond the basic screaming and chanting

FROM SCHOOL songs to mascots to paint-

our school. When you care about something, you value, protect, and even enjoy
that we do at football games. This pride
ing faces, and so much more. School spirit

is possessing a love for your school that

radiates to anyone you encounter. School

spirit says, “We are the mighty Pioneers!”

We are the best. This mentality of loving

your school and being excited about it

impacts the school environment. If every
IT. LET that be how we view our experience here at Frankford. So, go join a club,

should also be seen in the way we greet
student cared about their school more,
team, or organization. We only 4 years here and this chapter of our lives will be
one another in the hall ways to the way we
we would become like a family. It would
over. Lets make the best of it! Go school SPIRIT!!!
smile when we see each other outside of
be less fights and more love because we
school. This type of pride should make us

«
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How Can
Technology
Enhance the
Classroom?
By: Niheem Howard

“PHONES AND iPods away now!”
Teachers yell these 5 fives about
a million times all over this world.
There is a major problem with
students being attached to their
electronics. Therefore, instead of
fighting against students, teachers
should find ways to allow students
to utilize their phones and ipods to
enahance their lesson. Cell phones
and Ipods places the internet at the
finger tips of a student, which allows
them to research, use spell, check,
and even possibly keep them quiet
while in class. Especially in a school
like Frankford where computers are
not aavailble in every class, students
could use their phones and ipods
instead. In addition, students also
listen to music to help keep them
focused. It is proven that musical
intelligence is a type of learner
according to Gardner’s theory of
multiple intelligence. So, if some
students learn better with music,
why not allow it? Teachers will be
suprised. Utilizing technology in
your classroom can even transform
reading a novel. It is a way to ensure
that your entire class looks like the
students in the picture below.,
with their noses stuck in the book.
instead of fighting the technology
movement, join us! By the way, can
I text you my homework?

Ciliquamet velent lore vel ing exero cor iustionse

THE PAST INFLUENCES THE
PRESENT...
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And We Shape Our Future
By: Whitney Severino

African American History

The new improved African American History Museum in Philadelphia
impacts students from Frankford High School.
WE HEAR all of the time how important it is to know our history. The
African A,merican History Museum really awakened a love for history in
many students. During our visit, we were able to meet hisotical figures
using a digital life size video program where actresses an d actors
dressed up as if they were historical figures. It was so realistic that we
felt like these people were really alive and speaking to us. Seeing the
video helped us to create a picture in our minds of what they could
have really looked and sounded like. Many students found them selves
so intrigued that they were taking notes and listening to the same
video presentation over and over again. Thomas Morris Chester was able to
come back from the past, 1939 exactly to tell African American students to value education. Viisiting this museum was a life changing experience.

Ciliquamet velent lore vel ing exero cor iustionse eriureet iliquiscip eu faccumsan vulla am dolum iriuscil
doleniamet vero dolummy nonseniat. Em ing ent nit ip eniscincidui bla ating enim venit la feugue te velese.
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LIFE
THROUGH
MY
EYES
Perspective or Perception
Written by: Tatiana Redden

DAVID RUSSELL once said, “Life to me is a journey- you never know what
may be your next destination.” This quote means that life is full of questions
not answers. You can never know what is ahead of you, because tomorrow
is not promised to anyone. A destination has a sudden stop that you know
is coming. A journey you never know what to expect. My journey consists of
shattered dreams, damaged communities, and unknown hope.
            I WAKE up at 6:30 am to get ready for school. The sun hasn’t come up
yet. I do my daily routine. I wash my face brush my teeth and get dressed.
As I walk out the door, ready to leave, I feel the ice-cold
breeze hit my face. I walk down the steps to my left there’s
a rusty yellow corner store that everyone calls “Papi’s.” Then
across the street there is a bar, not many people are there
yet. I always seemed wonder why they placed a bar right
inside the neighborhood? As I glance around, I see other
kids scurrying to school, talking with friends, getting in cars
and waiting at bus stops. I start to head to the bus stop up
the street. I pass a big factory with its cracked and busted
windows, the red brick chipping off walls, the door cover
with a thick piece of wood, and homeless people sleep on
the rotten steps. The steps have big gaps stuffed with over whelming trash.
I look to the ground, which is no better. There’s old black gum smashed to
the ground, thousands of smoked Newport’s, tons of chip bags, crushed cans,
broken bottles, old nasty pampers and wigs that were tossed on the ground
looking look wild animals. I walk pass Ruth Street which is where a girl was
allegedly rapped by the strangler. Then, I trip over the cracked sidewalks trying
to get to the bus stop.
NEAR THE bus stop there is another bar name “Little Lou’s” with walls with
their faded blue paint and propaganda hung over the walls. I stand cold waiting at the bus stop. There’s a lady at the corner close to the bar, with bright
red lipstick, black eyeliner, mascara and fake eye lashes. She had on a mini
skirt and thigh boots with a 4-inch heel. Staggering to keep her balance, she
looks around at the cars driving by. I think to myself “It’s 7:30 in the morning,
what men are up? Why is she up, flaunting her body?” Then to my surprise a
man with dark black windows pulls up. She leans over to his car and smiles
while jumping into his unknown car. I shake my head in disgust and look the
other way. My bus arrives fifteen minutes late and I get on.

“Life is a journey-You never know
what may be your next
destination.”
- David Russell

R

            WHEN I get off the bus and walk to my school. There is about four corner
stores all painted with bright colors and they’re known as “Papi’s” too. Every
store is packed, kids waiting to get their daily snacks. As I walk into the school
building there are kids with out uniforms standing to the side, cussing and
marking smart remarks because they can’t get in. The security guards yell,
“Bags, coats, anything metal take it off! And put it in the scanner.” I move to
the side since the lunchroom is packed with kids taking off their jackets and
hoodies. All the kids still mad at the new process they started. No one had to
take off coats before. I think it was because off all the fights and things that
were brought into he school, but I don’t see the difference. The fights still go
on and kids still bring dangerous items in the building.
            AT 2:54 students burst out the doors. Cop cars are always outside of
the school. I guess trying to prevent the danger. Kids that graduated from
Frankford still come to “visit” and stand outside. So do kids that don’t go to
our school or even know anyone that does, they just stand outside to see
what’s “popping” I wait inside the building talking to teachers or staying at
actives. So, I usually get home around six. During this time the bars are full.
The musky smell sneaks out and smacks me in the face. There is more than
one lady on the corner now. The street lights are dim some flicker. As I walk
to my house car horns beep. The cars lined to every sidewalk with their lights
off, some have men just sitting in them. The corner store has men standing
outside smoking and drinking. Women and kids enter and exit with big black
bags filled with junk food. I finally get to my house, slowly enter my room and
fall on my bed. I lay in my bed blocking out the world and it’s drama. This is
just one of my journeys. Seeing these things during my journey inspires me to
work diligently and to better myself. I can come back to better my community
and help influence the people that are in it.

Ciliquamet velent lore vel ing exero cor iustionse eriureet iliquiscip eu faccumsan vulla am dolum iriuscil
doleniamet vero dolummy nonseniat. Em ing ent nit ip eniscincidui bla ating enim venit la feugue te velese.

FRANKFORD GOES GLOBAL

Please Help us
get to Paris!!
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it’s hard for me to raise $150 than imagine
how hard it is too raise $2,000.
IF I could receive a grant from Ellis Trust it
would help me a lot. I’ve never been outside of Pennsylvania. So if I was too go to
Paris next year and attend trips outside of
Philadelphia, I would see the world with a
different perspective. I want to experience
new things and learn about the world, face
to face. Not over a television.
IF I had the money to go places get new
experiences, life would be such an honor.
I want to see how other people live, eat,
speak, and communicate. I want to see how
other cultures are because I know everyone
is different in their own way. I want to be
able to learn more than one language. So
if I go to Brazil, I can speak Spanish. If I go to
China, I can speak Chinese. If I go to Haiti, I
can speak Creole.
I WANT to see the world differently, because
from where I’m standing. I don’t see the
world at all because I wasn’t fortunate
enough to have been born into a wealthy
family. Therefore, I know that asking to pay
for everything is too much, so I am grateful
for any assistance that you can provide.
Thank you in advance for your time and
consideration.

Written by: Ashley Kelley
D“MOM! GUESS what!” I yelled with excite-

ment as I ran to her room after getting out
of school. “Yes, Ashley?” She said as she
questioned about what I was going to ask
her. “I want to go to Paris for my senior trip
next year, but its $2,000.”“Ashley, you know
we can’t afford that. I can barely pay the
bills. I’m sorry, but no.” Imagine the disappointment this time and many other times
when I got excited about great opportunities that gets turned down because of
financial issues that I have no control over.
WELL MY name is Ashley Kelly. I’m 16 years
old. I attend Frankford High School. I’m
in 11th grade and I currently have a high
B cumulative grade point average. Next
year, in addition to senior dues and other
expenses, we are trying to go on a senior
trip to Paris, France. I understand that
Charles Ellis Trust can assist me with the
financial issues that I may have. I live with
my mother. She is a homemaker with 4 kids.
Including me. This is not the first time that
I got turned down from the things that I
wanted to do because of financial issues. It
is very frustrating that I strive to do well in
school so that I can have a better future, but
not having money always seems to be the
thing that prevents me from moving ahead.
I am tired of hearing other students from
“better” schools and “richer” families sitting around talking about all of these great
places they have traveled and experienced.
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I want to share these same experiences so
that I can compete in this society.
I ATTEND “Church of God of Prophecy.” We
have activities like Youth Camp, Winter
Retreat, and Ladies Retreat. Those are some
of the things that I would love to attend to
with out having financial issues in my head.
The next activity coming up is Youth Camp.

I’m trying to raise money for both Youth
Camp and my trip to Paris. I took the idea
from my teacher to buy candy to sell and
make a profit off of it. There is not much
income coming in, but I’m grateful for anything I receive. Youth camp is $150. Not so
easy for me to just come up with $150 than
it is for any other young person I know. So if

Traveling Changes
students’ Lives!
T
There is a great African proverb that says, “ It takes a village to raise a child.” We are strong believers in this quote. It is because of people like you
and so many others that invest in students providing them with opportunities that they would not usually have. Sometimes, children growing up in
urban communities lack hope and have low expectations for themselves because of all of the poverty and failure they see around them. However,
despite the negativity that exists all around we are determined to be successful by taking their education seriously and seeking opportunities to
explore the world.
IN FACT, on March 30, 2012, 30 students from Frankford High School in Philadelphia, PA are going on an educational trip to Paris, France. Students in
suburban districts are fortunate enough to experience traveling frequently, however many of the students here at Frankford have never even traveled
outside of Philadelphia. Research shows that traveling significantly enhances the life of a student fostering better cultural awareness, maturity, and
high academic achievement. We want the same opportunity for growth and advancement that is given to other students all across the world. Traveling
to Paris would change our lives and expose us to the endless possibilities that life holds for us.
UNFORTUNATELY,OUR FAMILIES cannot afford to pay for the entire trip alone. Therefore, we have been working diligently to raise money in order to
make this lifetime dream a reality. We are reaching out to you with hope that you would make an investment. We are grateful for any amount of money
you are willing to donate. There is not any amount too small. If you are currently unable to contribute, we would appreciate if you could even suggest
other ways for us to raise the money for our trip and refer us to anyone else that could assist us. The total cost of the trip is $2, 140 per student. I know
it seems like an astronomical amount, however, with your help, it is possible. We thank you in advance for becoming a part of the village that will help
us become successful. If you would like to donate, please contact me using the information below.

DONATION INFORMATION
OPTION 1: (Secure website)- http://frankfordstudentstriptoparis2012.chipin.com
			

OPTION 2: Check

( Made payable to Curry’s Trip to Paris)
ADDRESS
5000 OXFORD Avenue
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19027
CONTACT PERSON: Mrs. Nafisah Curry
ENGLISH TEACHER
EMAIL: NLABOO@PHILASD.ORG
(215)537-2519
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ART SPEAKS! CAN YOU HEAR WHAT IT IS SAYING?
What is art?
By: Kia Howard
“  ART is a vehicle of self- expression” a wise person
once said. Then, if this is true, where is this vehicle
taking us? The vehicle allows us to go on a journey through people’s experiences, emotions, pain,
sorrow, joy, and happiness. One great form of aat
is African dance. This art form communicates volumes of history through movements in your body.
IN AFRICA, dance is used to celebrate the birth of
a new baby, death, weddings, and so much more.
In the picture, students from Frankford High School
had the wonderful privilege of learning the value
of African dance and actually participating in a few
dances. At the end of the presenation, the students
were given a chance to teach the African dance
instructor modern hip-hop dance moves and the
immediately recognize the similarities in many
of the dances. This experience had ever single
student actively engaged, enjoying themselves
while simultaneously and unexpectedly showing
appreciation for the rich African culture. What an
awesome experience!

Ciliquamet velent lore vel ing exero cor iustionse eriureet iliquiscip eu faccumsan vulla am dolum iriuscil doleniamet vero dolummy nonseniat. Em ing ent nit ip
eniscincidui bla ating enim venit la feugue te velese.

A PICTURE IS WORTH 1000 WORDS...WHAT DO YOU SEE BELOW?

FRANKFORD
ART QUIZ???
THE IMAGES you see were all taken at different places in this school. Some are full
images and some are zoomed in pieces of
the image. If you can identify where these
images are located in this school, you will
win a prize. All submissions need to be
made in writing and brought to room 310.
SEE YOU THERE!!!

Ciliquamet velent lore vel ing exero cor iustionse eu

HER EYES

By: Sniya
Johnson

Her hollow words sang a deadly
song as she spoke of Jenna’s
death. Frown painted on her
face as if she really cared how
she died or lived her life.
Photo credit: Lauren O.,
Weymouth, MA
Was I the only one who noticed?
He eyes seamed to shift ever so
slightly in my direction when
she mouthed death, as if I
where next. Now i wouldn’t say
she was a killer, I didn’t know
anything really about her. What
I could say was something was
wrong here. Was I the only one
who felt the cold air swirl when
Jenna and death? Was I the
only one who noticed those
cold vine green eyes? Was i the
only one who had a bad feeling
about Jenna’s stepmother? I
shut my eyes tight, Wanting
to block out everything she
said and everything I felt when
she said it. I wanted this to be
normal. Why could nothing
ever be normal? When my eyes
reopened my breath quickened.
I looked around, no eyes where
turned on me. Was I loud or
was I crazy? I needed to leave
as fast as I could but my legs

betrayed me and where glued
to the cool green grass. Her eyes
rested on mine, painted frown
slightly turning up. Was this how
Jenna was punished? By the
spell of her stepmothers wicked
ways? My body fell through a
faze. Shaking, burning. It felt
as if white hot flames sliced my
insides. No eyes turned to me.
I can to realize my body had
not moved. It was like my body
frame was frozen but my insides
suffered a painful death. I felt
my heart exploding inside me
and Jenna’s words came to my
head, the day before her death
she had told me, Cinderella was
right.
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Metumsan henisi. Olore tisit ing exer iuscidu isisse
tem dolessequis eu facinis aliscil iquisse minit
alit nonsectet

Cortie eugiat
55

$55

PM

QUAT

DUI
EUM

Fici sendum tem atem el
tala pris cules iam ores?

Velendip
modo

(555) 555-5555

NUM EROS (555) 555-5555

CERUM ERE

NOST!

N AT U S

123 EVERYWHERE, SUITE 00

DE TORUM, UT

90000

♥♥♥♥♥♥

Frankford Art Quiz Continued...
Where is this shoe located???
What story does it tell?
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MOD
ADIO
MO GRAE HUT

Cortie eugiat. Ureet in velendip euisi.

555-555-5555
♥♥♥♥♥♥
55555 SENDUM ST. NE   DETORUM, ET 90000
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Meet Us
z

Want to join?
Come to room 310
Thursday’s 3:00-5:00pm

z

Niheem Howard- Writer
Kia Howard-Photojournalist
Whitney Severino- Writer
Belkys Diaz- Writer
Katie Rhoads- Idea Planner
Ricardo Cruz- Idea Planner
Nafisah Curry- Advisor
FKD ENGLISH TEACHER

